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Bass Flute (amplified)
Clarinet in Bb /Alto Flute
Clarinet in Bb/Soprano Sax
Bassoon/Heckelphone
4 Horns
Keyboard
Female Voice (amplified)
Sound Samples **
  Violins I (2)
  Violin II (1)
  Viola (1)
  Cellos (2)
  Double Bass (1)

** sound samples taken from the original recording ‘Quantum’ (1973/2003, Trunk Records)

Duration: 10 minutes

First performed by the Will Gregory Ensemble & BBC Concert Orchestra, cond. Clark Rundell,
Hull City Hall, 19 February 2017
QUANTUM

Basil Kirchin
(transcribed and arr. Ian Gardiner)
Hiding in my little bed
No-one can find me, or see my face
But I am there, you wait and see

Something special will come from me
Something special will come from me
Something special will come from me (Something special)

FOREST SOUNDS & RUMBLE

HORNBILL SOLO

multiple bird calls